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Lies, desperation and an offer she can't refuse send impoverished widow Lady Catherine (Cat)

headlong into marriage with the man who killed her husband. Guilt and desire battle within Hughe,

Lord Oxley's, soul. When the enigmatic leader of the Assassin's Guild learns that the widow of one

of his targets is at the mercy of a cruel man, he does the only thing left in his power to do. He

marries her. Then the worst thing happens. He falls in love with her.With more than one person

trying to kill him and a family to rescue, Hughe needs the help of all his Assassins Guild friends to

stay alive and keep his wife from learning the truth. Because he knows, and dreads, what will

happen when she discovers what he did.The books in the Assassins Guild series are: #1 The

Charmer #2 The Rebel #3 The Saint #4 The Sinner
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This series has been one if my favorites. I read this book in less than 24 hrs, I couldn't help myself!

The Sinner & The a Charmer were the very best books of the series. The other two were awesome

but something about the 1st & 4th that I just couldn't put them down!! I loved that the stories all

intertwined! Fabulous Fabulous series!!



Loved this 4th Assassins book as much as the others. I was rooting for the couple right from the

start, and Cat was a wonderful heroine. Hughe was great and I was so very glad when they married.

A bit of frustration as the story goes on and they have their inevitable fight, but thankfully it didn't last

long. Once again, I adored that the three other, now 'retired' guild members came back in this one

to help him. My goodness, at one point, I thought they wouldn't make it on time though. :) Great

book, and I wished there would be more in this series. Well written and believable. Very enjoyable.

this whole 4 book series is well worth the cost and time to read...each book hits about 7 hrs. or so to

read. each book could be read by itself but it is truly much better reading them in order to a beautiful

week of reading. book 4...the boss! book 4...mother wants him to marry and he wants to play the

field. book 4...oh how you love to see them fall! lol

I have enjoyed hours of entertainment as I have voraciously read the "Assassin's" series. I highly

recommend this author's works. Intrigue, danger, love. Strong female characters. Definitely

enjoyable.

You know, there are four books in this series, and although I liked them all very much, The Sinner

was my favorite. If you like well developed characters, colorful situations and lots of intrigue you'll

love this series of books as much as I did. Buy them all, because you'll have to in the end.,

C. J. Archer's The Sinner is the 4th in a series. First of all, I like the author. Secondly, I love the

series...Assassins Guild. I read them in order but they are stand alone books - a BIG plus for me. I

recommend reading them in order as you watch them grow. I loved each Assassin and the role they

played in each book. My favorite quote in this book: "It was wanting to be with another so much that

it hurt to be apart."

After reading the first one , I had to get the entire series . Each one was wonderful, but having read

the others, this one was especially enjoyable. Fast paced, never boring and fascinating characters.

These are the first CJ Archer books I have read and I am impressed. The Assassins Guild books

were absolutely riveting. I had great difficulty putting any one of them down which resulted in some

very late nights! Action, honour, excitement, and clever, beautiful people made these books



irresistible. I intend to dip into more C J Archer books.
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